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Newsletter

HIGHLIGHTED NEWS


Duke’s Story on our Blog



Adoption Trip—10 animals adopted



New cats Spartacus, Gizmo, Hayley and Dewi



New dogs Ronnie and Hook



6 Rescues in one day



5 new black pups



RIP to 2 cats & 2 pups



Khaleesi & Ragnar— Available for Adoption



Auction starts—7 August 2014



Caption Winners

The winner of Caption Spartacus! is Amber Brinkerhoff with 14 Likes!!

CLICK TO
DONATE
WWW.STREETDOGRESCUE.COM FOUNDATION NO. 175647065 EMAIL: STREETDOGRESCUE@GMAIL.COM
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RSDR has a New Blog!
“Please read 10 Life Lessons
our Rescue dogs have taught us”

Lola (RSDR Renee) and Benji

Follow our blog at
www.streetdogrescue.wordpress.com
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Khaleesi—from
Duke’s
Story—on
Street
our RSDR
to Safety
Blog with an update

Duke & Wilma return home after a long day, both tired but happy to be back. (read below for the news)
In the time since Diane and Tony Rowles founded the Rudozem Street Dog Rescue in 2008, they have
become known in their area for the work that they. Often they will rescue abused or abandoned cats
and dogs that they see running about in the street, but all too often local people dump animals outside the
Shelter to be looked after. Unfortunately, some do not make it that far.
One day last month, a lady from a village near Rudozem called Alie asked if Diane and Tony could help an
abandoned dog in danger. Tony tells the story:

READ MORE: https://streetdogrescue.wordpress.com/2014/07/27/dukes-story/
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Adoption Trip - 7 July 2014
Eight of our beautiful dogs and two beautiful cats leaving for their forever homes.

VIEW OUR ADOPTION ALBUM AT:
ENGLISH https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?
set=a.10152531427229264.1073741873.162493484263&type=3
NETHERLAND https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?
set=a.812874928731407.1073741948.214136115271961&type=3
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New Cat—Spartacus
July 8—There are hundreds of cats we
see every day and we put food down at
most bins because that's where all the
cats hang out. We rescue the very
young, poorly kittens who have lost
there way and have been split up from
their mothers. Then we see older cats
that need our help. This is a very thin cat
who is covered in fleas. He/she lives all
alone on the edge of a village. He shelters under the bins and gets his food
there. Today was the first day he came
out to me crying instead of running off in
a panic.

July 9—The cat that was living under the
bins at the edge of a village. He is a little
boy, very thin, full of fleas, losing his hair.
I have tried for the last couple of days to
pick him p but he wasn’t ready. Today he
decided it was time to come home. He
has now been named Spartacus.

Stanley
July 7— We had to make room for this old boy. He is
skeleton thin under his hair, dehydrated, starving hungry and swarming with fleas. He has collapsed a few
times. We saw this dog wandering the streets 2 years
ago and last year Luke and I saw him staggering about
the road. We asked the owner did he need help with
him and he said no the dog is OK. Last week the owner
came and asked us to take the dog and we explained we
could not because we did not have any room. Today we
saw the condition he was in and i said straight away he
is not going back he is staying here with us. I was heartbroken and so very angry and I sat and hugged him and I
promised him he will never be hungry, thirsty, itchy or
cold again. To think he was actually owned by someone.
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Gizmo

July 9—This little kitten was brought to the shelter by a person who found him at the side of the road.
The poor baby's eyes were so swollen, he couldn’t open them.
They must be so sore.
Diane applied eye drops to the little kitten.
Left: We have eyes. It must have been a while since he could
open them. Eyes cleaned, flea powder and wormed. He is a
lively little guy and very vocal. The poor boy will be missing
his mum.

Hook
July 10—This is Hook. Hook was rescued by Meral
Faik. Meral took him to the vets as he has a problem
with his back leg which the vet says is rickets. Meral
treated him for internal and external parasites and
gave us his vitamins and flea powder. Meral has her
own dogs and helps so many others and asked us if we
could take Hook as there was nowhere for him to go.
She brought him to us today. Thank you Meral for being the person that you are and for all you do to help
the street dogs.
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Ronnie

July 12—This very young pup was found in the
town today. The young man who found him,
phoned Yavka and asked if we could take him.
We have no pups his age at the shelter, that he
could share a pen with so he is at the house
with some of the oldies. The young man who
found him asked if we would call him Ronnie.

On the 18th of July 2014 Tony spotted a tiny kitten at
the side of a busy road. He stopped to see if he could
make friends but it ran off and hid. Later that day he saw
the kitten again at the same place, this time it was calling
out. Tony put food down thinking if there is more than
one kitten they will come out along with its mum. No
more cats appeared, little one was all alone. Just before
dark Diane and Tony went to check to see if the kitten
was still there. It was still there calling out. It took a
while but they managed to catch the little one. They
could not bear the thought of the kitty being all alone
when it went dark. He is now named Dewi.

13 July 2014 - Tony saw an old woman put a box by the side of the road. She tried to kick the
box down a steep bank towards the river but her cow pulled her away. Two kittens got out of
the box and started following her. She started beating them with a large stick that she uses to
control her cow. Tony shouted at her to stop and grabbed the kittens.
Unfortunately a few weeks later, Ben & Dominic passed away July 2014. At least they got to
spend time being loved and safe.
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5 Black Pups
July 16
A week or so ago a young lady
got in touch with us and asked
could we help some pups that
were living at the side of the
road and in danger of being
killed. When we went to see
what we could do the pups
were hiding and when we got
too close they became aggressive. Some how the pups ended up in a persons garage and
they managed to catch them.
The pups have been brought
to us even though we have no where to put them.
VIDEO https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10152558303929264
July 29
Not everything is going well at the shelter. Do you remember the 5 very scared pups that
were brought to us. They all started with very a bad illness. Just as they were starting to trust
us. Sadly two of the pups have passed. We are so sorry Llia and Iza . RIP little ones. On the
video Hali is doing a lot better and now loves everyone. Little Kenya is still hooked up to an
IV drip. She is becoming more friendly. Little Florrie was doing better but the illness and all
the poking and prodding has set her back and she has started biting again. Florrie is also still
hooked up to an IV drip. (Tony)
VIDEO https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10152589210359264

RIP Llia & Iza
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6 Rescues in One Day
Read more how all these animals were found on our blog at
http://streetdogrescue.wordpress.com/2014/07/31/its-raining-cats-anddogs-6-rescues-in-one-day/

Abbey
Hayley

Darragh, Katrinka & Minnie

Jikke
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Khaleesi & Ragnar—Available for Adoption together!!

2 new kittens

Caption competition winners!
Thanks to everyone who commented on the
photo of best buddies Ragnar and Khaleesi.
You have made us all laugh
Congratulations to Bev Deacon with 24 likes!
And here are the next comments with the
most likes:
"I thought they said hair of the dog would
make me feel better?" - Marianne Cash (18
likes)
That awkward first kiss - Babs Davies (17
likes)
"I love Ragnar...but I couldn't eat a whole
one!" - Nick Wilson (13 likes)
Ragnar: "When she said she wanted to give
me a lovebite, this is not what I had in mind!"
- Pamela Jackson (12 likes)
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See how far both Khaleesi & Ragnar have come

Khaleesi’s profile on our website: http://www.streetdogrescue.com/dogs.htm
Khaleesi’s Blogs: http://streetdogrescue.wordpress.com/2014/05/14/khaleesis-story-from-street-to-safety/
http://streetdogrescue.wordpress.com/2014/05/20/khaleesis-story-2/
Khaleesi’s Photo Album on the Website: http://www.streetdogrescue.com/apps/photos/album?albumid=15583065
Khaleesi’s Photo Album on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?
set=a.10152403895049264.1073741861.162493484263&type=3

Ragnar’s profile on our website: http://www.streetdogrescue.com/dogs.htm
Ragnar’s Blogs: http://streetdogrescue.wordpress.com/2014/06/07/ragnars-story-from-street-to-safety/
Ragnar’s Photo Album on the Website: http://www.streetdogrescue.com/apps/photos/album?albumid=15650879
Ragnar’s Photo Album on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?
set=a.10152460165429264.1073741864.162493484263&type=3
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Cake Sale

Thank you to Lisa Lamb for organising a cake sale at her workplace. Thanks go to Amanda
Clarke, Emma-Louise Hopkins, Lauren Mayor, Sam Keating, Rob Ryan, Urja Thaker and Maddy
Dalton for providing the yummy cakes and their company CDG for supporting RSDR. Thank
you to everyone who bought cake to raise funds for RSDR. £81.78 was raised. Thank you very
much guys. It definitely looks yummy.

Got some shopping to do online? Next time when shopping go through Easyfundraising, and purchase your goods. Choose from over 2000 of the UK's best known
retailers including many popular names such as Amazon, M&S, Argos, John lewis and
HMV, and when you shop using the links on our site, up to 15% from every purchase
will go to RSDR. Press on the above banner.
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We have started a new facebook page for RSDR, where we will now be holding our Auctions.
Please head over and “Like” this new page. https://www.facebook.com/RSDRAuctions

DONATE AN ITEM FOR THE AUCTION
If you would like to donate items to RSDR for our Auctions, please email streetdogrescue@gmail.com with the
subject heading "DONATOR - AUCTION" or through the message button on the RSDR Auctions page. Donators
are to keep the items at their location and post if the item is won direct to the Winner.
All photos of Items with information, must be emailed/messaged, at the latest 3 days before the next Auction Starts,
to allow us enough time to prepare them for the Auction. You can email everything anytime before this date.
Please email photos by 3 August to streetdogrescue@gmail.com for the next Auction starting on the 7 August.

Please include the following in your email/message for each item you send.
1. Photo of Item.
2. Description of item.
3. Starting Bid (in Euros)
4. Item Location
5. Postage Amount paid by PAYPAL ONLY direct to donator - advise in *your currency*
* Postage of Donators Country Location.
* Overseas
* Advise if postage is free)
6. Facebook URL Address. (to tag you on facebook)
7. Email Address (For RSDR to contact you). This will also be given to Buyer if they cannot contact you through
facebook).
8. Please advise if RSDR can relist the item in the next Auction, if there is no winning bidder. This item photo will
then be transferred to the next Auction Album.
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EMPLOYMENT—POSITIONS VACANT AT RSDR

Rudozem Street Dog Rescue currently have available positions of paid employment for Shelter
Kennel Staff.
Seeking dedicated, hardworking individual who has a passion for animals to join RSDR.
(approximately 40 hours a week)
Duties include: Working with cats and dogs of all sizes (some with fear issues), Basic animal care,
Cleaning and disinfecting indoor and outdoor kennels & Pens, Walking dogs, as needed. General
shelter duties. Must be willing to work in all weather conditions. We need someone who is able
to work as part of a team but also be able to use their own initiative when possible emergencies
arise or they notice something that needs dealing with.
Preferred Requirements: Drivers license would be an advantage. Ideally applicants will be able to
speak English and Bulgarian or at least be fluent in one and have some knowledge of the other.
Good organisational skills. Previous experience working with dogs.
1 POSITION HAS CURRENTLY BEEN FILLED. We are now seeking a person preferably with a
Drivers License.
Please fill out an application form at http://www.streetdogrescue.com/employment.htm

Photos of the shelter at https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.482861104263.261304.162493484263&type=3

